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CHAPTER VII 

ENHANCEMENT OF S PEOTRAL INTENSITIES OF MERCURY TRIPLE~ 
' ' 

LINES IN LONGITUDINAL MA.G~ETIC FIEL)>S. 

~ntroduction ... 

Enhimcement 6t 8J?eotral intensities in a magnetic 

field has long, been observed (Rokhlin, 1939 in inhomogeneous 

longitUdin~-m~etic ·field, Forrest and Franklin, 1966 and 
. . 

Hegde and Ghosh, 1979 i4 longi~dinal magnetic field, 

~ulkarnt, 1944 and Sen-, Das ;and ·Gupta, 1972 in ~ransverse 

magnetic .t.l.eld). In tr~verse magnetic field it .has been 

observed that as· the magnetic field increase(, the spe-, 
. . 
ctral intensities of li~es increases and attaining a. 

a.t ' . ' 
. maximum value ~ a certain magnetic fiel4, gradually 

r 

decreases. Seri et al (1972) have shown that the enhance-
• • • ! • ' 

· men t p~enomenori ·.-~an be C)lanti tati vely_- interpreted by the 

increase of electron temperature and decrease , ot radial 
' . 

electron density.caused by' the presence of a transverse 

magnetic field. _In case of longitudinal magnetic field 

. Hegde and Ghosh ( 1979) applied a collisional radiative 

model to the positive ooiumn of helium plasma 'and inter

preted the enhaneement of radiation w1 th fie~d. 

· In this chapter, investigat~on bas been reported . 

for enhancement of sharp· series- trip1et radis.t.Lons of 
- . / 

.,:··.mercury in longitudinal magnetic field. The sharp. series 
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triplet lines have a common upper level. For trans! tions 
' ' . . 

origina~ing from the same upper level, the relative in-

tensities do not depend on its excitation cross section, / 

but only on the --line strength. The . sign'!l-1 strength at the 

detector should be proportional to emission rate integ-

rated both along_the detector line·of sight and over 

the spectral· prof'.l.le and might be modified by any· self 

absorption. Var~~tion of signal strength with longitudi-

nal magnetic field has been obtained in terms of varia-

tion of these parameter~. 

7 ~ 2~ . · Experimental arrangement · 

Measurements-were carried on the radiation 

enhancement of spectral lines in th~ sharp series tri

·plets of mercury atoms in a low pressure mercury arcs. 

placed in·a longitudinal magnetic field. A d.c. verti-
- . • ., ' . \ I , \ 

cal mercury arc was placed between the pole-pieces of -

, ·au electromagne-t. The arc was constructed of pyrex tube 
. / . 

of o. 75·. em. internal radius and 8 em. in length and was 

forced cooled externally~ The buffer ~s was dr.J air . -

.whose concentration was regulated through a needle 

_ valve• Radiations from· the axial :region of positive 

·column of the diffUse arc dis charge were focussed by 

lens_ arrangements on the slit (of width 0.5 Jlli.) of an 

accurately calibrated constant deviation· spectrograph • 

. . : . 
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The triplet radiat~ons: · 5461 ~ ( 73S1 ~ 6
3P 2 ) , 4358 ~ 

·( ,73~1 ~ 6~P~_ .> and 4047 ~ ( 73~1 ~·63P0 _) were 

focussed seperately on the cathode of a photomultiplier 
. ' - ·- ' 

{M10 FS29V ~ ). Details of electronic arrangements for 

measuring the intensities of spectra1 lines are given in 

Chapter rr. 

In the present investigation. the arc current 

was _Varied between 2 to 3 amps., pressure of air·was 

varied from 0.05 torr to 1 torr. and temperature of the 

·tnner wa11 of discharge tube Tw was obserV-ed to vary 

between 98°0 to 115°0~ 

Results'and discussions 

The triplet radiations (73S1 ---7 63P
0

, 1 , 2r esca-. 

ping from the axial region of posit~ve column of a low 

pr~ssure .mercury arc dis charge are observed to be enhan-' 

\ ced in presence of a-longitudinal magnetic field {0-15GO 

· ~auss) ~ The ratio . I:s/I·, w~ere IB and I are the ··inten

sities of radiation when a magnetic field is present _and 

not, ·increases, thereafter pat;~ sing through a broad maxl.ma, 
. ' 

f -· 

very sl<?wly decreases. Fig. 7.1 , shows the variation of 

I:sfl with B when the discharge current is 2 amp •. and 

\ pressure of air inside the. discharge tube _is o.05 .torr. 

·~t is observeq. that (IB!'I>max• values are cHffer~nt for 
' 0 . . . . 

three lines. "The 4047 ~ line ratio increases rather · 

rapidly and reaches the broad, maxima in comparatively . . 

low ~agnatic field. For other two lines IB!! reaches 
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Hej - ARC PLASMA IN LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC 
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FIG. 7.1. 

Fig. 7.1 • Variation of spectral intensity enhancement factors 

( IB/I) 'rl th longitudinal magnetic field for lines 

originating from 73S1 1 f i A leve o mercury, = 2 • 
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its maximum· value nearly. in the same: field. ~he nature ot . 
the· curves· remai:ns same .. when the discharge current was 

varied from.,2 to 3 amps. and pr.essure of air inside. the 

·discharge .. tube was- chan~d from 0.05 torr to 1 torr. I 

Fig. 7 ~2 shows· a pl.ot o:r ~ I:sf! V s. B when the discharge 
~ . 

c~ent. is 2·.25 amp. and· Pat.rfs 0.9 torr. 

For a comparison of the effect of a l.ongi tudinal. 

magne-tic field to that of a transverse magnetic field the 

m~asured veJ.ues of radiation enhancements (I:s/I) for 

-different va1ues of trans~rse magnetic field has been 

plotted in Fig. 7.3. 

Table 7.1 shows the values of B when the mau. 
enhancement ma:x:ima occurs along w1 th the values of 

(IEI!>max· for the three lines considered for different 
. . I \ 

discharge condi tiona. 

In chapter III it was observed that when a 

discharge column -was subjected to a magnetic field there 

occured·a coupled variation of axial electron density 

"ne Co) and electron tempezature ~e• ( Te is assumed 

to be uniform along the cross section of disc~arge tube) •. 

. In the case of a _longitudinal magnetic 'field 'Yle Co) 

increases and ~e decreases, whereas when the magnetic 

field ~s transverse to the direction of· current, 11~(a)· 

decreases and Te increases with the increase of magnetic 

:t1 eld. In the 1 atter case, the cylindrical symmetry of the 

plasma·column is shifted towards.the wall in the direction 
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Hg- ARC DISCHARGE IN LONGITUDINAL 

MAGNETIC FIELD 
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Fig. 7 .2. Variatiop o:f spectral intensity enhancement factor·s 

(IB/I) with longitudinal, magnetic :field :for lines 

.originating from 73s1 level of mercury, i = 2.5A. 
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HQ ARC PLASMA IN TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD 

DISCHARGE CURRENT = 3 AMP. Pair = 0"10 TORR. 
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A : 5461 A 
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c : 4047 1 
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FtG. 7.3. 

Fig. 7.3. Variation of spectral intensity enhancement factors with transverse magnetic field 
for mercury arc. 
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TABLE 7.f .. · 

. . --- -....... ~- ~ ~ ,- - --~ _. .- - .., ... - - -- -.- - - -, ~ - - - - -- - - -
. . . . ·. ' . . . . . . ' . . . . 

Wavelength · Values of P8ir = 0.5 'torr •.... Pair = O.~ torr. 
0 ' ' ' 

. . . (A) t Bm.ax an.d ~ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~· ' . 

,. (IB/I)max 
J 

' . .•. '· '· . i-= 3A 1. = 2A l. =2.25 A 1. =2. 75 A 
i ., . ' 

' t . t \ ' --- .... - ... --- -----------------~--------~ . . . 

1405 G . 1405 G 1455 G 1455 ~ 
5461 

1.312 1.38 1.43 1.46 

·1455 G 1425 G 1495 G 1455 G 
4358 

. ' ·' 
1~275 1.316 . 1.}32 ,.,, 

. -

· . ·1015· G ~930 G . 1055 G 1015 G 
4047 

(IJYI)max 1.25 1~22 

. . 
- - - - - - - - -=- - - - ~ ,_.. - - -- ~- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -

of Lomntz force~ sp·eotraJ. enhancement is d~pendent 
. . . 

~ on il e.. (0) and 'T
8

: S~nce all the three -lines originate 

fro~ a single upp~r le~el ( ~3s1 ) , their dependence on Yl e, ( 0) 

~d. Te wi~i be ·sam~ resulting in same rate. of radia_tion 
' . ' -

enhancement for the three. lines. Since this is not the case 

in real.i ty t it ma¥' be conclttded tbat a third factor which 
. . . "" . ' 

is different for three li.nes, i.e_ important in the process· of 
- . ~ -

radiation enhancement .• Lee' et a1 ( 1911) have observed that 

'1ritens1 ty ratios _of_·t~e visi:t>le triplets of ·mercury ~toms 

' ~ . ' 

\· 
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differ widely depending upon the condition of source. All 

'these divergences can be explained by the phenomena of 

re-absorption of lines. T~e lower levels of the lines 

are tWo metastables ( 63P
0

, 2) and a resonance ~63P1 ) 
level. In the steady state they are supposed to build up 

,appreciable populations, thereby causing self absorption 

of ~e lines. As .self absorption affects the intensity of 
' emission lines and is strongly related to the population 

of lower l~vels, the eimancement factor will also depend 
L 

on population densities of lower levels of the lines. ~n 

the next section a quantitative estimate of this effect 

has been discussed. 

Self absorption and enhancement 

faetors in magnetic field: 

When there is appreciable self absorption, 

· spectral intensity . I11t. of a .line with upper level 

1.A... and lower level t is given as, 
. . 

R.. 0<.. . 

I u.L = conet. Aut l n...._t"<') L .L 0\ C.,;>) e..:x P (- (3("') o-

R.. : 

J 'nt("Y")d'Y") dL::' J d~ (7.1) 
""f> . 

where. n u. t ( "'P) are. the local number dens:L ties of 
J 

the upper radiating level and the lower level as a function 
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of position '"'('> along the line of sight. is the 

transition probability of the line and 

normalised spectral emission·profile 

D{ ( v } is the 

/ o<. Cv) d.:v = 1 

The fraction of emitted line which reaches the detector 
U\e... 

after traversing~medium from position is 

R.. 

exp. (- cr- (3 (1/) J 11tl'"'0) d~) 
~ 

a- is the absorption cross section per atom at the 

line _centre, independent of T and (2; ( -)) ) is the 

line profile of absorptiqn normalised to unity at the 

line centre ·/3 ( "i>o 

centre of the discharge. 

) = _1 , and ~ = 0 at. the 

When there is no self absorption 

:: const. (7~2) 

Vriens et a1. ( 1978) and Uvarov and Fabrikant ( 1965) have 

shown ~at excited mercury atoms distribution function 

across the cross section of discharge is·nearly parabolic. 

Thus considering a parabolic distribution of 'TI.u.. ( ~ ) 

we get 

J ,:_ = const. Av.L i n'U. ( o) R. 

/ 
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't'l U!Y'I\ bca"' 
Here nu (0) is the nu,.densi ty of radiating atoms at 

the axis of the discharge tube. 

Now self absorption As of a spectral line is 

defined as 

I 'U.l = c 1 - A~) r: 
= const. ( 1- As) 1tu(O) AvJ... (7 .4) 

when a longitudinal magnetic field B is present 

From (7.4) and (7.5) we get, 

(J w_)B (1- As) B 

== ----
Iu.t 1-As. (7 .6) 

If both.the upper and ~lower level population densities 

are parabolic 

n -=c.(~) -= n?C Co) ( 1 - ~'4) 
we are assuming that source is of type 'tm:Lform excitation' 

i.e. a source in which the radiating and absorbing atoms 

are distributed in the same manner. 
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Now, 

1- A ~ . ~ 

:: (_ f ~ ( "f') [ 1 :Cv) ex p (- ~ ( v) cr

J n~(-r)dY' )ctvJ d0 / ~ rz n,._(o) 
,., 

We 'first decouple the integrals over 

1'\t ( ~ ) 

n\.\_ ( '"fl · ) and 

1 
-=. o- R J 1lt (o) ( 1- "d '2-) cl;j 

"'a. 

- CJ R. 'Yit (o) [~ - ";j (:!- ~.,_)] 

where 1J = 'T' f·~ 

·putting this value in third bracket of R.H.s. of eqn.(7.7) 
' and replacing the ·expone~tial by its power series, 

c< oc. . 71. 'tl.. . 'Yl :\ '!::1 ~ J '11... ·- fo ('2)) \ (-1) R o-71(3 (v.; il (o)n[2 ... ( ~- 3 ) cL-o 
- L: nl t 3 

_o.:_ 1\:::.o . 
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For a discharge type·like ours we can safely assume that 

emission and absorption pro files are identical and Gaussian 

in nature which is the outcome for Doppler broadening of 

spectral lines. That is we assume all other broadenings 

of the spectral lines negligible compared to Doppler 

broadening. Validity of these cr1 terions is discus,sed in 

text books (Corney, 1977) and for resonance line by 

Hearn ( 196'3). For a Gaussian profile of absorption and 

emission, Mosberg and Wil~ ( 1978) have shown 
""<;... 

j ol, (v) fJ?t.. (-v) d.. --v =- _1_ 
-ex. 1L -t 1 

Putting all these results in ( 7. 7) we obtain 

' or, 

·_ 1- As 
0(.. ' )Y1+1 "n. 1'\.. n. +2/'!> ' = 1 _ 3l (-1 cr ne_(o) R [1[ ~ _ (~ _ "d-;,)]n.. 

4 -'1 (n+ :1) 1 3 3 
'1'1- ~ -2/3 ~ . (7 .a) 

al ( O:J - ':j:) J 
I 

.values of 'Yl-t (o) .s are cal.cu1ated by em.ploy:l.ng 

Forrest and Franklin's ( 1969) equation in a fashion 

stated in chapter VI. To determine the value of Tt.,(o), 'Y\ 1 (o) 

and· n
2
(c) the population densities of 63P0 , 1, 2 
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levels at the axis of the discharge, we have utilised the 

values of collision integr~s . < _Gvi.j ~) given by . 

Johnson, Cooke and Allen (1978) (autl}.or's Fig. No. 7 end 

reproduced in fig. 7.4). A survey of literature revealed a 

'large range of cross section ( Q.~· ) values. From -these 

large d~tas tbe authors have chosen a set which appears 

_.,._ self consistent and in which the forward and reverse rates 

·are related by Kl.ein-Rosseland :formula. The den st. ty of 

electron at the axis n e. ( 0 ) w1 thout a magnetic 

field is determined from the expression of current consi-

daring a parabolic distribution of electron. 

'R. 

i • ;U-~ e 2 n j 'Yle, (rr),.,., d.,-, 
0 

1 

= _,.u-E e. 2 n "Yie(O)'R.,_ J. '::l (1-"d,_)d~ 

where · fA-'E. is the drift velocity o'! ~lectrons in mer~ 

cur,y vapour at the corresponding E/p determined by Nakamura 

and Lucas (1978). This value of n e-< 0) was utilised in 

the calculations of population densiti~s in a manner stated 

in chapter VI. 

~; 

'or a discharge with a Maxwellian electron. energy 

distribution fUnction and :f'or current i = 2~5 amp., . 

Pair = 0.5 torr aDd Pug = 0.2729 torr determined by inner 



Fig. 7 .4. Collision integrals for Hg. 
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FIG. 7.4. 
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wall temperature Tg' .and Te = 0.412 eV. as: determined by 

spectral intensity ratio method in-chapter VI, the result of 

calculations is: 

9 •'6 1015 _, • x em , 

i1a- (considered uniform across c. s.) = 

rle- ( 0 ) 

13 -'3. = 5.95 x 10 em • 

f\'2.(0) =- 1.1:5 x 1010 cm-3. 

11:~ (o) = 2.38 x to~ 0 em .. ; 

Yl
0 

(c) = ·;.92 x 1010 em.;.; 

Again cr- the cro ss section· of absorption _at the line 

centre, when Doppler broadening is the sole brQadening 

" mechanism of spectral lines, is gi.ven· as 

where ~ is the classical electron radius, ( 2.818 x 

~o-1 3 ~m). c is the velocity of light, f and A. are 

the absorption oscillator strength and wavelength of the 
' . 

·transition, M is ·the mass of mercury atom and k is 

the Bol tzma.nn co~tant. Tald.ng -f values of the tran-. . 

sitions from Gruzdev (1967), the calculated value crt CJ 

. by equation (7~9) and the values of ko = a- 'Ylt.(o) 

where ~o is.th~ absorption coefficient of radiation 

at the l.ine centre has been shown in Tabl.e 7. 2. 

----------- - ---------- -------
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TABLE 7,2 

- - - .., - -.. - --- - .... - .... - -- - - --- - - - - - c.- - - - - ..... -

/ 

' t 
5461 4047 

t 
t ..._. ____ _.. ~J..~-----~~-'-------,.mq-------

5 (Re!,Gruzdev 

( 1967)) 

o- (cm2) 

. . 

0.14 

0,0735 

0,11 0,10 

0,1348 
___ ...__li:ilillil ______ .._. ________ ._ _________ _ 

It is evident from Table 7.2 that koR, (R = 0·7'5" em).· 
which may be called the optical depth is much smaller than 

unity. Since the series in eqn. ( 7 .a) is a converging one 

we discard all the terms except the first term YL = 1. 

Thus 

1- A5 = 1 - ~ <r ~~ (o) R ~ L ~] 
or, 1 - As = 1 - 1 () n.t (o) R 3 . 

(7.9) 

where 
M '1'2. 

CJ = 1 Tf'Y"l c (. k:T, \ R_ 
1 0 a 2n. CJ) 

Putting the value of (1 - As)from eqn, {7.9) in eqn, (7.6) 
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we obtain, 

(I '1-\.l)B 1 - f.e:u .. A..u.L f :n-t(o) s 
-

I l.LL 1 - :f .f..'LI.. ltu.t P nt ( o) 

nu. (o)8 

nu. (o) 

We have assumed here that neutral atom temperature is 

constant with magnetic field though we were unable, to 

measure the change of '3 with B experimentally. 

Hence 

(Iu)B / Ju.L 
- [ 1- f !Lt.U p(ne..(o)B -nt.(o))l '111.\.(o).s 

lu. J llu. (0) (7.10) 

Due to coupled change of 11e ( 0 ) 

field, n'tl. ( 0 ) and 'Y\ t.J 0 ) 

am T with magnetic e 
will change. Equation 

(7.10) qualitatively predicts that due to these changes 

enhancement of spectral radiations will also change but . 

will be lessened by ~lf absorption as 'Yl-t ( 0 ) inc-

rea.ses with B. The effects will be different for three 

lines as :f , A and 1\ t ( 0 ) B will be diffe-

rent for them. It may be noted here that CJ is ma:x:I.mum 
0 

for 5461 ~ radiation where as n 2 ( o) is relatively 
0 

small. The case is reversed for 4047 A radiation, the 
0 

case for 4'347 ~ radiation is in between them. 

Moreover, measurement of Te with B in 

chapter VI (fig. 6.2) shows that as B increases, Te 

decreases and reaches a saturated lower value. The case is 
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reversed for 'Y\ e. ( 0 ) • Anyway it may be concluded that 

due to coupled change of I'\ e. ( o ) and T e with B 

both -n t ( 0 ) and. nu.. ( 0 ) will attain a satura-

ted upper value. Moreover, it ie.established that for a 

source of unif'onn excitation, there will be no self-
. . . 

reversal (Cowan and Diecke-(1948)), on the other hand 
\ 

effect due to self absorption will also reach a saturated 

maximum value. Thus,. we can expect that when B is su:ffi

ci ently large there w:Ul be no change in enhancement 

factor with the increase of magnetic field. Fig. 7.1 
' 

and 7.2 however shOWf::: a slow fall of the factor at 

that stage • 

. Now we consider a discharge in sufficiently high 

·magnetic t.leld (as B = 1500 gauss), so that all changes 
'· 

are saturated. In that case llt. (o) B >> nt.(o) 

Since relative popu1ations of the excited levels a1w~s 

obey a Boltzmann distribution with Te as temperature 

(Richter, 196B),eqn. (7.10) may be re-Written as 

(I w,) rma~ I I 1A-l 

f 1-ft A_u.L p 'no (c)& e-xp (- Et- Eo )~ 'hu,(O).B 
l :u... · . k.Te.s ~ 'nu..(O) 

(L ~ o, 1.) 2) (7.11) 

here E 1 s are the energy of the corresponding levels. 

In the L.H.s •. of eqn. (7.11) we have writ~en the subscript 



max indicating that the saturation _maxima has been reached. 
0 

For 4047 ~, for which the maxima is attained earlier, we 

consider - that :this is also the value :for IB when B 

is much greate;r than Bmax where the intensity maximum 

was first attained. 

A plot of ( I 'tA.L ) max / I u.J- aga.t,nst 

f -l.'U../\. u.L exp (- ( E{_- Eo)/ k \ eB) 

has been shown in Fig. 7.5 :for two discharge condi tiona, 

and the plots are straight lines as predicted by eqn. (7.11). 

The slope of the lines are a 

i) 

ii) 

' .:for 1. = 2 amp., Pair = 0.05 torr, slope 3.33 x 

104 cm-1• 

for i = 2. 25 amp., Pair = 0.9 torr, slope = 
5.19 x 104 cm-1• The slope = ~ TJ 1'0 C 'R x 

( 
1/'2. 

tv'\ /2 n k:. T3 ) "Yl 0 (O)s n1A- ( o) e:./ nu (o) 

From the intercept of the graph nu (_o)e:. I 'n..u. (o) ~ I. 4 

if no (o)S ~ 10 X , magtiitude of 'TI.o (o) 

~ 1011 cm-3 

the calculated value of slope is, 

-13 . jO 
(slope) calculated = l. ~ 3~ 14 X Q: 9 2 X 10 X~ X. \0 X O·r;S 

'3 -24 \/'2 
11 ( 20 0 )<. 1· 6 G X I 0 · '\ 

x IO x 1.· 4 ~ 2 )< o·14 )(. I· 39 x 'o'G '~- 37:3) 
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A: ~~is= 2_ AMP 1GR~DIENT4 
Piir = 005 TORRj 3 33 x 10 
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ptAr :090 TORR 

A 

B 
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FIG. 7.5. 

Fig. 7.5. Variation of enhance~ent maxima against ft)t.u.lf2..:x.p[-(E."-E")/k.Te.sl for two types of 

mercury arc discharges in longitudinal magnetic field. 
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~ 3 x 104 cm-1 which is in agreement with , 

the valug a determined fro!~ graph • 

. In the ne.xt sections we shall try to evaluate 

from the total. 

intensity of the triplet lines. Before doing this we 

shall consider the positive column ot mercury arc dis

charge in detail so tl:Bt the coupled variation of ~e 

and 71 e ( 0) may' be . predicted end this has been 

shown in the following section. 

Coupled variation of 

with magnetic fi~ld : 

-n e (0) and ~e 

We shall consider a wall confined diffuse 

mere~ arc discharge the t,ype of .Which was discussed 

indetail in chapter VI. It was obsel"Ved there that chief 

-~onised species are Hgf. molec~~r ions :formed by the 
. \ 

.·.process of associative ionisation when Pair is relati-

vely small and when pair is . rel ati vely high· () '2 +e;,"Y'-r.) 

~ue to quenching of 63:P~ and · 63P1 levels by N2 and 

o2 ·molecules, Hg ions, created 'by elec~ron collision 

of 6~P2 . level atoms, are the cbief+ionieed epecies. 

When pair i.e relatively small,~ Hg2 molecul~ ions 

are formed by reactions like 

H~ (G9~) ~ Hca ( G~P1 ) ~ Hg: ( b 2 2:+) + e 
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this process has a large cross-section. If we consider that 

the axial neutral particle temperature of the arc is larger. 

than the inner wall temperature, which is generally the case 

as an appreciable amount of energy which is supplied to the 

arc is carried away by the thermal conductivity ·of mercury 

vapour atoms and air molecules, the rate of production of 

Ht2 ions will further increase than as calculated in · 

chapter VI. For a group of processes like 

the & Hg* states are highly ·e~ci ted states and are very 

'near to the. ionisation level. The.se levels are definitely 

in ~hermal equilibt'ium with the free electrons. Principle 

of detailed .balancing predicts an ·equal downward collision 

of Hg* atoms with Hg (61S
0

) ato~s to :tbrm 63P1 m;td 63P2 
a toms instead of reaction like Hg* + e ~ Hg + + 2e. 

+ . . 
Hence one of the chief Hgi ion production.mechanism can 

not be considered as Hg* atoms are in thermal equilib

rium with continuum, rendering the ionic species o:f' the 

discharge more molecular. 

Thus we consider a positive column of discharge 

where.~Hg+ ions are produced by the. process of associative -. 2 . .- - .. · 

ionisation and lost by ambipolar· diffUsion to the wall. 
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We negleet the effect of conversion of molecUlar ions 

to atomic ions and vice-mersa and the process of disso

ciative recombination of molecular ions. Ignoring the 

radial variation of 63P
0 

atoms, the equation of 

continuity far electron is 

( 7 .12) 

where g = 1)0 T) '1 cr;_ss < 1.9) , o-o...ss = c.s. for 

associative ionisation and <\..9) = (\G kT% /n M) '/'2-

and Da is ambipolar diffusion coeff:l. ci ent. The solution 

of ( 7 .12) with lle ( R) = 0 at the wall is 

Since Da = }--l-i.. kTe /e. where ~ is the mobility 

+ of Hg2· ions, the plasma. balance condition is obtained 

4 

It may be no~d here that for a parabolic profile of 

63P
0

, 1 atoms the eqn. ,(7.13) changes to 

ca ~'2. [ \\ J.. r ~),_ ' ( '"'0)4- _\ ("'(J \ bJ 
'Y'\ e.- ( --r) = 4 'Do.. 7 2 - 4 \_ R. -+ 8 R 3b R ) 
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but eqn. ( 7. 14) virtually remains mtchanged only 72/11 

replacing 4 in the R.H.s. 
Since the conditions for ions to be magnetised 

is 'B/'p > 0.5 .tesla torr-1 (Franklin, 1976), we consi-

der for our experimental condi tiona ;U-i. = Pi..B 
more over 1 t was observed by Cummings and x Tonks ( 1941) 

that normal distribution of electrons is characteristic of 

an arc in its steady state even in presence of a longi

tu.dinal magnetic field, the plasma balance equation in 

the presence of a magnetic field will be 

(7 .15) 

the subscript B signifies the corresponding quanti-

~ ties when a magnetic field is present. F.rom (7.14) and 

(7.15) we get 

ll e.- Co) B 

ne;Co) 

The ratio 

Zfs -
3 (7 .16) 

is again a function 

o:f "ne. (0) and Te• This functional. relationship may 

be estimated very approximately in the following manner: 

63P0 and 63p1 level p~pulatione.which enter 
~ 

into g are a metastable and resonance level. In the 

steady state, they are supposed to build up appl.'eciable 

' 
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populations and collisional processes chiefly populate 
' and depopulate the lev~ls. Let us assume that they build 

up an equilibrium population distribution as determined 

by Saba equation 

[ ~ o ( o) J equili brfl.um 

~o ( 2 n 1) 2... )'2>f'l 2 . · · , 

= 2~k 11'\.. k_ T e- '"rt e.. Co) ex p ( Xo /. ~Te.) · (7 .17) 

here ~o and 'a L' s are the statistical weights of 

63P
0 

state and atomic ions, 'X-(!) is the io:nisa~ion 

potential ~f 63P
0 

sta~e, a m equals the mass of electron 
.. 

aDd' "h is the rationaJ.ised Plank's constant, 'Yle-Co) 

here· is the density of Hg+ ions which m~ be roughly 
;; 

caJ.cul.ated knowing T
8 

and na- by Saha equation ~d 

was calculated as 1.78 X 101-3 cm-3 • Now for a level to 

be in thermal equilibrium micrQreversibilities would have 

·to exist for al.l processes. In this way, one of the pro

cesses say electron impact ionisation of 63P
0 

atoms 

should be balanced by. three body collisional recombina

tion of atomic ions with electrons to that level. But 

unfortunately for discharges under consideration, this 

is not the ca·se. Microreversibili ties for ionisation 

process are totally absent. Instead, the ions produced 

in the volume are carried. away to .discharge tube wall by 

/ 
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irreversible ambipolar diffusion process, thereby they 

recombine at the wall and return t·o the plasma region as 

neutral ground state species. This is also equaJ.ly :tJa 

true for mole euler ions. Molecular ions do ·not r~ombine 

totally in the volume, instead a large amount of excess 

of ions are carried away towards the wall by ambipolar 

diffusion. In short in these types of plasma, ionisation 

does not ba.1anee with recombination~ This type of dis

ch~ges are named as 'ionising plasma• by Fujimoto (1979). 

In this case, following Numano et al ( 1975) we can wr1 te, 

Here. Cp is a quantity which determines the excess o:f 

ionisation over volume recombination and c\=' is g1 ven 

as (approximately) 

I 

X-L) 
k::. T Q., 

here 1\ is the effective diffusion length and 

1j 1\'l. = (2· 4 /R)2., Ea is the ionisation potential. 

of hydrogen a toms, x-' L 
being the ionisation poten-

tial of the lowest excited state, in the case of mercury 
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atoms and 9. e-h-}s-- is identified as 

effective quantum no. of the state defined as (Griem,1964), 

where R = Rydberg constant, T ~ is the ionisation 

limit of the system under oonsi~eration, TF> is the 

term val.ue of the :r 1 evel · p and for neutral atoms Z = 1. 

Nishikawa et al ( 1971) have determined the value 

of Do.. = 160/p om2sec-1>with this value of '-no... and 

'Y) .e. ( 0) = 1 • 78x1 0
1

' em-3 determi~ed by Sab.a equation, 

the value of Cp is found to be 28.85.- Since 

1.we rewrite equation (7 .18) as 

'( 7.20) 

where 

Again considering 

we arrive at the conclusion 

(7.21) 

This result is also evident from the generalised 
I 

expression for electron temp_era:ture (von-Engel, 1965) in 

which 1 t has been sh-.wn that T e. o<.. (J.j p) where p is 
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the pressure which is a measure of n 0 (0). 

Since relative populations of excited states 

obey Boltzman distribution we can write also, 

\ 
11"1 (C>) o( -

k.\e. 

Here we have neglected the exponential term since 

kTe.. > 6E 

(7. 22) 

It may be noted here that the proportionality 

constants in (7 •. 21) and (7.22) would be independent of 
LV) e.. 

magnetic field, so' long B/p is less than"limi t for which 

ions remain un-magnetised. 

$o eqn. ( 7 .16) may be lfi!EtJfa:k rewritten as 

'Y'te.(O)e = ( kTe. )3 
ne. Co) Is I Q.B 

Here we have assumed once again that 
,· 

Ti = T-as 
As measured values of T

8 
in chapter VI, show 

a decrease with the increase of B, equation (7.23) predicts 

a .coupled increase of' lie (O) with B though very apjtro

nmately. However, we have plotted T~B I Te and "e (O}:s/ 

1\ e.. ( 0) with B in Fig. 7 .6·. This relationship ( 7. 23) 

will be utilised in next section while determining the popu

lation density of 63P2 level from total intensit,y of 

triplet lines. 



VARIATION OF ne(O)B/ ne(O) VS B AND TeB/ Te VS B 

FOR Hg ARC PLASrJIA ( L discharue. = 2 ~t"P, Pair = o·os TORR). 
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FIG. 7.6. 
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Total intensity of triplet lines. with 

and without magnetic field • 

. For a. homogeneous and isotropic source, the· 

intensity·of a spectral line is given as, 

(7 .24) 

where is the op~ical escape factor which 

accounts for the sel~ absorption of the line. 

Thus· for the three lines considered together, 

A e ) n·'U. (o).B I 
'lA.l u.L s 11"' ( o) . L__A_-u.._\.._e_ul (7 .25) 

· Here n-u. Co) represents the axial density of 73S1 
atoms. To determine 11~(0) , we shall consider the 

production and loss mechanism of 73s1 atoms. 

The 'level 73S1 may be populated by one or more 

of the following ways: 

'i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) · 

direct excitation of the ground level atoms. 

stepwise excitation of 63P
0

, 1', 2 levels. 

cascade radiations chiefly from 73P2 level. 

tranrier of excitation by electron collj:sion 

from other higher levels. 
I 
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v) 

vi) 
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bi-moleeul~r excited di~er collision followed 

·by a decomp~sition to .73s1 ,level. 

(a) H~ +. ~22· -7Hg;· + 2 Hg 

(b) 

' + . . . . 
recombination of Hg ions to the ~ level. 

The level may be depopulated by one or more 

.o_f the following processes a. 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 
.. I ) , l.V 

.. v) 

spontaneous emission. 

collisional de-excitation to a lower level. 

collisional excitation to a higher level~ 

ionisation :from; the level·. 
' 

quenching by N2 and o2 molecules. 

Now let us consider th~ relative importance of 

. production and. loss terms. In the production side cont-

ribution due to processes.(iv), (v) and (vi) may be 

neglected in our condi tiona of discharge. We also dis

regard cascade contr.ib~tion to 73S1 level.as the ele- · 

ctron·temperature is small enough rendering population 

in 73P . levels small. So the important terms will be 

direct and stepwise excitations. Again it is evident' 

that contribution .. of stepwise excitations from 63P2 
level will dominate over that fC>r .other levels 63P

0
, 1• 

We have calculated the rate of this excitation corres

ponding to a optically Qllowed ·transition·by M.J.Seaton's 
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I 

cross section (Sampson, 1969) and rate of (61S ~73s) 0 .t 

from the ground state Which is a optically forbidden 

·transition by c.w~Allen'e erose section (Benson and 
- . . 

Kulander, '1972). The calculated values of·the_rates are 

rate for (618
0 

--7 73S1) transition= 2.69 x 101'eec-1 

rate for (6'P2~ 73s1) 'bansition = 1.4 x 1014sec-1 
. ' I 

i.e. stepwise excitation is nearly a magnitUde greater then 

·the direct ~xcitation. 

In the loss sid.e collisional excitation to the 

nearest higher level 718
0 

(7.926 eV.) will be domiDa

ting to that for all oth~r higher levels and collisional 

·excitation to a higher le~el will be greater than colli-
• . " ' I 

. sional de-excitation-to a lower level. Hence comparable 

. ter.ms.will be spontaneous emission lessened by self absor

ption ·and collisional excitation to 7180 level. Self 
·~ 

absorption of a transition is accounted for by introdu

cing escape factor parameter eu1. which is given by a,. 

relation deduced by Phelps et a1 (1960, 1958) ,· 

l· 3 
eu,L = . I· g 2 - I 'I + c ko 'R.)S/S 

( k:o R-+ 0·62.) { 1T ln ( 1·"375'·~ ~oR)}'/2 (7.26) 

The transition pro.babili ties A u.L for three lines 

for 7's1 level are given by Mosberg &· Wilkie ( 1978). 

With these values of Av.1.. ·and Gut. oalcul.ated by 
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equation (7.26) with values of ,leo given in table 7.2. 

we calculate contribution for spontaneous emission 

8 
- 6·77 X 10 nu (o) 

The contribution of optically forbidden transition 

C73S1 --7 71S
0

) is 3.23 x 106 i"'u.(O) sec-1 , whereas the 

rate of quenching of 73s1 atoms by N2 and o2 mole-

cules will be in the order 104 nu..(O) sec-1 , the cross 

sect.ians for ~enching collisions are given by Massey (1971). 

Thus we arrive at the balance equation for 73s1 atoms 

where 

si tion am l.9e. is electron random velocity. 

Equation (7 .27) has been verified e~erimenteJ.ly 

in Fig • 7. 7-. Where we have plotted intensities of the lines 
•'2.. 

with (.. • The n 2 atoms are mainly produced by electron 

impact of ground level atoms, as this is the leading term 
, I 

in rate of production of n 2 atoms calculated in section 

7.3.2, tbe intensity of lines will be proportional to 

'Yle'l- i!:q to i '2.. .• The plots T -u1.. vs. i,?.. 

are·straight lines as evident from fig. 7.7,. where a 

plot of I'l.A.L vs. i does not yield a straight line •. 
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Hence equation (7 .27) may be considered to be valid 

in the discharges concerned, if the value of- n'\A.. thus 

determined is put into eqn. ( 7. 25) we get 

'IL2 (O)B 11e(O)B < 9..2.u. \9a.)B 

n'Lco) ne.Co) < ~u. \je_). {7.28) 

· Johasibn and Hinnov ( 1969) have given a semi

empirical cross section for optically allowed transitions 

in helium, . 

Q 1i (i~j) = 4 ( ~~ )
2

:5g rr~ ( d'
0 
f 

[ 1- e.x P{-f3C£~ ~ }~ c:; T 0JJ ln (E~ -r b) 

where E is energy, 

transition and' (3 

is the threshold energy for 

and S are non-negative, 

dimensionless, adjustable parameters. Griziniski's classi-

ca1 cross sections for -n --7 'n..+ 1 transition in hydrogen 

·are adequately represented by the choiee 

0 = 1, 

~ = 0.7' 

t}' = Oe4 and 8 = o. A choice (?> = 1.2, 

and b= o, reproduces satisfactorily: 

M.J.Seaton's impact parameter cross section. 

Considering a Maxwellian velocity distribution for 

electrons and utilising the cross section in eqn. (7.29) 
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we obtain 

I --
E{j 

kl'e,_ 

' 

Since E1j" = 2.269 eV. and kTe = 0.4 eV, 

-.Y 
) 

·and asymptotic value of exponential integrals is given by 

Griem (1964) e.s 
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Thus 

E2u ~ I I ) ---
kTe. kTes 

From e~ation (7.28), (7~'1) and (7.23), we get, 

( 
I I ) ----

k.\ee kl€. . 

From equation (7 .32), we can determine the values of 

n2(o)B. / 'lt2 (o) 

(7 .32) 

and the values have been shown in Table 7 .3. It is observed 

that as B increases, due to the coupled variation of 

ne...(o) and Te the value a:r 

also increases at least upto a magnetic field of 1000 gauss. 

TABLE 7,3, 

------------~--_,._.., ___ .....,_~ ..... ---------
t • 2. (I-u.L)s ' n 2 (o) 8 Magnetic field B Te 

(Gauss) • ' • 
1!2 Co) (eV) 2.lu.L I ' t ------------..---- ... -------=--:a---------

0 0.412 1.0 1.0 

255 0.313 1.068 3.0 

550 0.282 1 ~ 170' 5.7 

836 0.256 1.249 10.7 

1050 0.243 1.293 15.6 

... --~-=-=z---------------------=--=------
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7 .4_. Conclusions 

The triplet radiation lines of mercur.y namely 

< 13s1 ~ 63P o, 1 , 2> < A. 5461 1, A_ 435a A and I\ 4047 1> 
. . 

have the same upper level and consequently the intensity 

pattern of. these lines should behave in a similar manner 

when a magnetic field is applied, but as it has been 

observed that the effect of magnetic field is differentK 

as regards the variation of intensity and the occurance 

of maxima in case of three lines it has been assumed after 

Le's et al (1961) that these variations can be expl~ned 
. "-.., 

by considering the reabsorption of the spectral lines. Con-

sidering this effect, en expression for (l'U.L)s / Iu.t 
has been deduced. !Bhe elope of the, _line when (J uvL) B / T u1.. 

is plot.ted against :f tu.ALLL ex p [- ( E~- Eo) I k T e.B J 
gives a value whioh is in elose agreement with the theore-

tical calculated slope I 

( 
\\.1\ \' '2-

. .l. TI "1: c R k... ) ~o (o) B nv. (o)a/ nu.(o) 
3 ° 2 Tf 1% 

for two different di scherge currents, justify the assump

tion that self absorption ·factor plays a .dominant role in 

the intensity profile of these lines. 

In the next section a detailed mathematical for-

mul ation has been. presented showing a coupled variation 

of 1l e.- (0) with electron temperature. Utilising 
~t-. 

this relation an expression for the e~ted atom density 
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' . 

has: been obtained interms of the ·total integrated intenei ty 

of the three lines and the electron temperature with and 

without magnetic field. The results indicate that due to 

coupled ve.riation of electron density with electron tem-

.Perature, the·e~ted atom density increases with the 

magnetic field at least upto a field of 1006gauss~ 

Increase of electron derud: ty has been observed in case 

Qf a glow discharge in a longi tudinaJ. magnetic field. 

The rate of increase is however, much higher then in 

case of glow discharge ?.hich shows that an arc plasma 

is much more affecte~ by an external magnetic field. 
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